Creating and Maintaining opportunities for Illinois corn growers to capture more value for their product.

CORN CHECKOFF ANNUAL REPORT

CHANGE IS GOOD

ILLINOIS CORN MARKETING BOARD
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For more information about Illinois corn checkoff programs, www.ilcorn.org

DDGS exports add value
to Illinois corn
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At first, ethanol plants couldn’t give away
distillers dried grains with solubles (DDGS).
The corn farmers that administer your corn
checkoff dollars were certain that there was
added value to be had, so it became a goal
to improve the quality of DDGS, research
its integration into livestock feed, make it
available to the domestic livestock industry,
and finally introduce the product to
growing export markets. And export DDGS
we have! What isn’t being fed domestically,
mostly as a replacement to whole corn, is
finding a home oversees, and that means
added value to the corn crop!
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Corn Checkoff Cooperates
with other farm groups
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ICMB has invested your corn checkoff dollars in collaborative
projects with other farm organizations to get things done more
efficiently. For instance, the Illinois Farm Families program
brings together the ICMB with four of the state’s largest farm
groups to change public perceptions about farming. The
Corn Crib allows corn farmers and their industry partners and
customers to publicly showcase our contributions to food,
feed, and fuel. And Pork Power, a philanthropic program
gives ICMB a chance to support the pork industry, the state’s
hungriest livestock consumer of corn.
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Ethanol’s high-performance featured
in the nation’s most popular sport
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With more fans committed to supporting their
sponsor’s products than any other major league
sport, NASCAR means big business for ethanol
expansion. Combine that with the TV audience for
each race and ethanol has entered the homes of
10’s of millions of fans. These people aren’t just any
fans, they are true fan-atics! These avid fans can
be expected to fuel up with ethanol on purpose,
meaning a growing market for the nation’s largest
corn customer.

E-15 heads to a gas pump near you
Presto change-o! The gasoline at a pump near you will
be changing from a
10 percent blend of ethanol to a 15 percent blend.
Just like NASCAR, cars around the country, model year
2001 and newer, will be running on half-again as much
ethanol as they did in 2010, as gas pumps transition to
E-15 by late 2012. Your Illinois corn checkoff contributed
to this fuel transformation by funding research and
development. And watch out for the changing face of
gas stations as they install more blender pumps to fuel
higher blends of ethanol!

More ethanol in the pipeline
ICMB Goal ACCOMPLISHED!...Expand the Usage
of Ethanol to a Minimum of 12 Billion Gallons by 2010
Moving more ethanol into more gas tanks is what it takes
to expand this market! And this goal can be marked
ACCOMPLISHED! Your corn checkoff dollars were invested in
improving the E-85 fueling infrastructure, coupon programs to
encourage E-85 use, installing blender pumps, doing the necessary
research to have US EPA approve E-15, and promoting ethanol
to consumer audiences, including those in racing programs like
NASCAR, USAC, and the Nat’l Boat Racing Association.

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1: Repurchase Agreements are investments where ICMB purchases (and gets ownership of)
bank owned, Government securities. These agreements secure ICMB funds over the $250,000 FDIC
insurance limits.
Note 2: ICMB has entered into a long-term rental agreement. Rent has been paid for the term of the
agreement. On an annual basis, the rent is less than the annual amount paid prior to 1996 when this
agreement started.
Note 3: Represents amount committed, but not yet disbursed including research projects which are
funded for one (1) to three (3) years.
Note 4: This is a reserve of $600,000 which has been established to maintain funding for research and
market development projects in case of an unforeseen decline in check-off receipts.
Note 5: When the check-off is remitted on a timely basis, the first purchaser is allowed a 2%
commission to defray collection and remittance costs.
Note 6: The ICMB Communications Plan works with major agricultural organizations on state, national
and international market development efforts and the dissemination of timely industry information.
Note 7: Executive Programs provide sponsorship of agricultural related organizations and participates
in educational and promotional activities within the agricultural community.

Locks and dams a new star of the small screen
Funding measures have kept lock and dam improvements from steaming ahead.
But that didn’t keep the ICMB from wisely investing your checkoff dollars to bring
new supporters into the fold. Your Illinois corn checkoff dollars funded a wellcrafted video meant to explain the consumer benefits of improved waterways
transportation. Widely distributed on Capitol Hill and beyond, the video made its
point that “change is good” when it comes to improving the waterways.
Visit www.waterwayscouncil.org and click the links on the left hand side
of the homepage to watch the ICMB funded videos!

Carbon footprint myths? BUSTED!
ICMB Goal ACCOMPLISHED!...Demonstrate through research that the corn
to ethanol carbon footprint can be reduced to 25,500 btu per gallon by 2012
•
•
•
•

ICMB invested over $450,000 in Research between 2008 and 2011
This leveraged another $250,000 from our funding partners
Information and results of the research submitted to USEPA, National Academy of
Science, California Air Resources Board
USDOE and Argonne National Laboratory used data from this work in their own studies

